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My Student Elective

Getting the message across

H J N ANDREYEV

I spentmy elective in a small and extraordinarily busy hospital in the
highlands of North XYemen, by far the poorest country of the
Arabian peninsular. I went there, partly to see the medical problems
of the Third World, partly because before starting medicine I read
Arabic at Cambridge, which during my long medical course had
begun to rust, and also because I never find it dull travelling in the
Middle East.
The hospital has 50 beds, each doctor sees 60-90 patients a day in

the outpatient department, and the catchment population of the
hospital is perhaps five million. It is a "highish" tech hospital
funded by the Saudi government and perhaps a little incongruous in

a country too impoverished to afford any real primary health care

system of its own. Most of the doctors there have been recruited in

Europe or the Far East and cannot speak Arabic let alone the rich
dialects of the Northern Yemhenis. So in the hospital budget there is
generous provision for interpreters-generous in numbers, that is,
not salary. The interpreters earn about $8 while the doctors earn

$150-300 plus a day.
Many of the interpreters are highly qualified, Western university

graduates in the humanities and sciences, speaking six to eight
languages fluently, but now exiled, passportless refugees from the
wars in Ethiopia and tritrea. They could become well trained flip
flop doctors (the Yemeni equivalent of barefoot), but the hospital,
though funded by Saudi money is administered by a private
company and it is not in their contract or their interests to waste
resources in training up people to practise preventive medicine.
The interpreters work hard, sitting between highly proficient,

highly qualified Western style specialists and a simple, unsophisti-
cated, unpretentious rural population. They often have a poor
impression of bewildered Yemenis on whom the high tech of
Western medicine has suddenly descended. "Ah," the interpreters
say, "thee are primitive people." In the most perfect of worlds
many Arabic words are untranslatable into English-the language
of everyday hospital business-or express incomprehensible con-

cepts with a richness that is impossible to grasp until you have
spoken Arabic for fhtany years. In Yemen, especially, exactitude is
not usual at the best of times let Alone when the local people have to
describe their symptoms. After all, why should every shadow and
nuance be able to be expressed in some narrow Western scientific
paradigm? Do we really have the answer to everything already?
Even knowing this, hoWever, does not make the interpreters' job
any easier. There was one old lady whom an interpreter and I
questioned for many minutes. Had she been well for 10 days and
vomiting for three or vomiting for lb days and well for three? She
was pleasant, sane, and rational but could she be made to see the
point of such inforAiation? She wanted treatment, that was all.
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Desire for treatment not questions

I was never sure what aspect of their illness the patients worried
about because there was little time to ask them, and anyway such a
"Western" question would be unintelligible. Even if asked, the
answer would have been: "I need medicine, treatment will benefit
me." They believe that if the doctor says that medicine is
unnecessary things must be in a sorry state, and if the doctor is
unwilling to help by prescribing a potion then there is no point in
them trying to understand his reasons. Things must be so hopeless
that they are beyond their ken so they simply revert to what they do
understand: they raise their right index finger, point to the heavens,
and murmur "God understands and is all knowing." Perhaps that
helps compensate somewhat for the pains, tragedies, and deformi-
tits that fill this society, but such attitudes are antagonistic to
Western medical science that sees electrons and atoms and mole-
cules and wants others to see them too and sometimes can become
rather "puffed up" about its own omnipotence. If medicine is not
appropriate it is the interpreters who get shirty when told to convey
this and press the doctor to prescribe, at least, vitamins. The
interpreters on the whole are opposed to health education, other
than explaining how a given medicine should be used: "They will
not understand even if I spend many hours explaining this to them."

Sometimes I almost felt that the interpreters were right. Even if
they explain things to the patients-which is rare, for usually they
paraphrase in extremely simplified terms what the doctor says so
that when listening to both doctor and interpreter it is often
impossible to recognise the original text from the translation-or if I
try to provide an insight into their disease of which the interpreter
has no inkling the questions then asked so often show that the crux
of the matter has not been grasped. In any case, they recover so well
from dreadful conditions that it shows, I naively think, that they
take their tablets with a compliance unmatched by the best of
patients in the United Kingdom. Perhaps understanding may
hinder the whole process ofcompliance. Sowhy waste time in health
education when you could be prescribing something else for another
compliant soul? But for me, brought up in the days of liberal
curricula, it goes against the grain not to try to explain things to
patients.
The interpreters often put forward their own ideas-and why

not? Sometimes that can lead to a lay person's misconception about
details, sometimes because they are intelligent people they wish to
express their own opinion, which the doctor may think is inappro-
priate. For example, people in the countryside are often not very
clean. It is hardly ever offensive dirtiness-as it would be in the case
of a British alcoholic living rough-it is a more child like state
of grubbiness, although it may be that the Arabian sunshine
ameliorates my perception of dirt. One day an offensively dirty man
came to the clinic and the good and sturdy interpreter, instead of
conveying some bland and unimportant message from the doctor,
suggested that the man should wash. He suggested it in such a way
that it seemed to be the pronouncement of the doctor, who had no
idea ofhow his personal standing was vitiated by such a humiliating
suggestion. Perhaps the doctor deserved it for condescending to
treat his patients through an interpreter.
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Particular problems for women

Is it too radical a position to suggest that every individual deserves
a doctor who can speak to him or her in his or her own language?
The Arabs train doctors all over the Middle East and to some extent
they share a common language; they cost a third of the price of a
Western specialist though I grant you they do not have the same
aura, the same prestige. What is a little bit of prestige and that extra
consultant skill when you could spend the money saved on a little bit
of a vaccination programme? They would even perhaps be linguisti-
cally able and independent minded enough to talk directly to
women patients, not as the interpreters are wont to do, through the
father or husband or 6 year old brother who has come along "to be
responsible for them." They could tell the men to shut up, sit down,
and remind them that it is not they who have the symptoms and for
Heaven's sake to let the woman speak for herself. There are in this
culture a few women who begin to be quite independent. One lively
lady told me that her husband had refused to bring her to the
hospital. So she told him that she jolly well knew the way herselfand
would go without him. But she was an exception. Women from the
isolated villages often think that they will not be able even to
understand the questions and panic immediately when they are
addressed. In any case, their patois can sometimes be unintelligible.
Their husbands with a modicum of education and weekly travel to
the market towns are so much easier to talk to. But the men, too, can
be difficult for interpreters to understand, even when they have got
the patience and time to listen. The young man came in, his brogue
was broad, he was not understood so he was put straight on the
couch. The interpreter said: "This is a stupid peasant." "Anyway,
he is better," said the doctor "his huge ascites has gone in just two
days. Follow up in one week." Later the man came back with
someone who understood. His mother's tummy was more swollen,
and the old lady was now very confused; she couldn't walk so her
son had come instead to get some stronger medicine.
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Are the problems with which the interpreters need to come to
terms too complex? Why try to talk with simple folk who do not
understand your ideas and whose dialect you do not understand,
especially when what they finally come out with means nothing to
the doctor? Did the man who kept on moaning that he had a
thousand devils in his belly need a psychiatrist or some Milk of
Magnesia? Why ask a woman for details ofher periods when she will
stutter with embarrassment, while her husband, as a good Moslem,
should be able to produce all the details fluently for her and for all
his other women folk? Why make the medicine too strong by
supplying people with difficult to assimilate information on their
health and by challenging their protocol by speaking to her and not
to him?
The interpreter (disgracefully) gets no overtime so why should he

let the sessions drag on? Where do my sympathies lie-with the
interpreter who is a friend, with the 30 people outside, or with the
education of the patient here in the clinic who will be injecting
insulin for the rest of his life but has no idea what blood sugar is and
cannot start to imagine why mildly inconvenient polyuria might
have long term consequences for his sight? And he is not really
enjoying the full benefit of adequate translation of the consultant's
experience (brought here at such expense).
What a pity that interpreters are reduced to such daily frustra-

tion. What a pity that so much of this generous Saudi aid is trickling
away into the sand. These intelligent men and women could so
easily be trained to attain the status (as in Russia) of feldschers, half
way between orderly and qualified doctor.

I enjoyed my elective very much and whenever I open my mouth
during my future travels in the Arab world people will recognise
that they are talking to a North Yemeni peasant and no longer will I
be a nice young man who once spoke like a cultivated Lebanese.

(Accepted 13 March 1987)

MATERIA NON MEDICA

On the beach-2*

In the summer of 1943 we couldn't see the lights of Ardentinny from
Coulport. Double summer time meant daylight by which you could read
until long after bedtime, and after that there was the blackout.
My father was commanding officer of a naval training camp at Coulport

House, which had been requisitioned by the Admiralty "for the duration,"
like so many other mansions on the west coast of Scotland during the second
world war. The wife of the dispossessed owner, an engineer who was
mysteriously absent, lived in the lodge. My younger brother and I were
permitted to play with the daughter of the house, aged 8, after we had been
duly vetted over afternoon tea. My family lived in the gardener's cottage of
the adjoining house called "Draynelg," imaginatively named by a retired
Clyde shipbuilder whose business premises had been-wait for it-Glen-
yard. Around us were the vestiges of former grandeur, inside Coulport
House and in the grounds. Remnants ofonce beautiful period furniture were
scattered around, with tattered tapestry seats; there was a cinema projection
room, and the rusty remains of a central heating system which my father
regarded as certain evidence of degeneracy. There was the track of a
vanished miniature railway, the foundations ofa Paxton style glasshouse that
must have rivalled the one Chatsworth once boasted, and a fountain that still
played if you knew where the secret tap was hidden. You could also watch
the summer storms lashing the loch-it was a lousy summer-from the
windows of the Italianate gazebo with which so many houses of the period
were graced.
On the beach and on the loch RNVR officers struggled valiantly, with a

minimum of gear, to teach young conscripts the rudiments ofseamanship in
naval cutters. They reassembled a wooden jetty of progressively larger and
larger interlocking wheeled sections, dating from an earlier era and salvaged
from coves and inlets from miles around, whither the winter storms had
scattered them. They built a pulpit halfway up a monkey puzzle tree in order
to practise heaving the line. On Sundays my father, who was also a
clergyman, used it for his sermon during divisions, and at other times it was
our tree house.

* See BMJ 31 January, p 296.

We played on the beach when the weather was fine, and sometimes a
kindly petty officer would allow us to sit in the stern of a cutter, provided we
sat perfectly still. Not infrequently the oarsmen grumbled at the extra
weight, which in retrospect was not unreasonable. They were very thin with
their jerseys off. At night commandos from Ardentinny would arrive by
landing craft and storm the defenders entrenched in the bracken on the
hillside above the house. Much to our disappointment the fireworks were
often abruptly terminated by that curious and totally impartial Scottish
secret weapon, the midge, which rose in voracious clouds and made rifle
sights impenetrable. It still does.
The end of the road was around the next corner-reputedly the

inspiration for Sir Harry Lauder's famous song-and where the Trident
base now grows there was then another mansion belonging to a man called
Hogg. He owned an Edwardian steam yacht called the Thalata which,
amazingly in 1943, was just serviceable. With fiddle bow, raked masts and
funnel, and rusting white hull, and the still sumptuous saloons packed with
young sailors, we sailed erratically to the Tail ofthe Bank one evening. There
we saw the never to be forgotten sight of the mighty troop packed Queens in
battleship grey, passing each other at full speed with split second timing as
the antisubmarine boom from Dunoon to the Cloch was momentarily
opened to let them sweep through simultaneously-a stupendous feat
of seamanship that has surely never been surpassed. The wash was
mountainous and terrifying, and people were warned to keep off the beaches
at certain times, though the source of the impending tidal wave was never
divulged.

Driftwood we too gathered for our fires, because there was no coal. But it
was pieces of broken deck planking, fragments of duckboard, tar soaked
rope ladders, and the occasional empty cork life jacket. Father and the naval
patrols, I suspect, saw to it that we never found one that was still occupied.
And always the pervading oil slick on the rocks and among the seaweed, and
the dead sea birds.
While the children played on the Coulport beach, God alone knows how

many young men left Loch Long in the summer of 1943, in haste prepared
and never to return. Be at peace with your conscience by all means, but tread
softly. There are ghosts, and where you are standing might just be hallowed
ground.-IAIN M MACINTYRE, Newark, Nottinghamshire.
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